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Use today’s performance data to manage and control future outcomes.™ 

You already know how to manage programs. An Earned Value Management (EVM) Gap Analysis 
helps you take advantage of industry best practices for program management. 

Regardless of your business industry or the program management tools you use, to maximize your benefit 
from an Earned Value Management System (EVMS), you need to know where your organization currently 
stands regarding documented processes, program management tools, and staff proficiency. Most companies 
already have a sound foundation in place, but need help transforming their program management systems. 
That’s the impetus behind conducting an EVM Gap Analysis. 

Think of a Gap Analysis as a GPS for your organization. You start with your current position, you input your 
desired destination, and the GPS tells you how to get you where you want to go. You follow the same 
process during an EVM Gap Analysis — you start with the current state of your organization by evaluating 
your existing program management environment against industry best practices, then you establish a 
roadmap for the steps needed to transition your organization to one that applies those practices. 

How TriVariant Can Help 
We bring more than a decade of experience supporting proposals and contracts with Earned Value 
Management requirements. Our consultants have the knowledge and experience to assist you in identifying 
areas where your current program management environment can improve. Additionally, we can provide a 
plan and step by step guidance to help your team implement the changes. For details on how TriVariant can 
help you conduct an EVM Gap Analysis, please email info@trivariant.com or complete our short online 
Request for Information form. 
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